Abstract-Compared with conventional path planning method, the path planning for carrier based UAVs has its own characteristics, especially in its return section. Firstly, the fuel carried with the UAV is limited, so that the UAV is expected to return to the carrier as soon as possible after the task is finished. Secondly, the carrier, which is moving at a certain speed, constrains that the UAV's velocity must be in the same direction with that of the carrier before landing. Thirdly, due to the limited landing space on the carrier, the lateral error between the UAV and the carrier should be minimized. Considering all above, this paper proposes a path planning method aiming at the carrierbased UAV in its return section, and to ensure the UAV to fly along the planned path accurately and with stable attitude, control strategies are designed. To avoid unnecessary detours, the velocity of both the UAV and the carrier is taken into consideration and the estimated landing window is updated when either of the velocity changes. The simulation results show the path and control strategy proposed in the paper are effective.
INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are increasingly being used in civil and military applications for dull, dirty and dangerous missions. Modern UAV applications include a wide variety of intelligence missions, such as search and rescue operations, area mapping, agricultural operation [1, 2] , and marine measurement [3] etc. And in recent years, considerable attention has been given to UAVs capable of performing critical needs for the Navy. These UAVs are capable of takeoff and landing on an aircraft carrier, while the smaller ones are even able to equip the warships [4] . One of the important problems related to naval Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), is the design of an automatic landing system that would enable autonomous landing of a UAV on an aircraft, and a lot of studies has been done on this problems [5, 6] . An innovative autonomous carrier landing system for UAVs is proposed in [5] , referred to as the Carrier Motion Prediction & Autonomous Landing (CM-PAL) system. The system is based on real-time estimation of magnitudes and frequencies of waves encountered by the carrier, and online prediction of the carrier motion. In [6] , a linear Model Predictive Control (MPC) design for the helicopter is investigated using linearized models and it is evaluated using the nonlinear model. However, these landing approaches can only be used in the situation where the UAV is close enough to the carrier and the velocity should be in the same direction of the carrier. After the UAV finishes its mission, a path should be planned to guide the UAV to approach the carrier in an energy-saving and safe way, before preparing to land. A serious of researches related to the path planning for UAV have been conducted, but the majority of them are aiming at the obstacle avoidance [7, 8, 9] . Actually, for a carrier-based UAV, which will land on a moving carrier, path planning is not exactly the same. A carrier-based UAV is expected to achieve accompanying flight before landing, which means the velocity of the UAV and the carrier must be in the same direction, and the lateral error between the UAV and the carrier should be minimized so that the UAV can prepare to land. Considering all the aspects above, a method of path planning and control strategy is proposed in the paper.
In the control strategy, the velocity of both UAV and carrier is considered and the meeting point of them is predicted. After the meeting point being estimated, a path is planned for the UAV to get in to the landing window which is always 1 kilometers behind the carrier. Then a fuzzy controller is used to eliminate the lateral error between the carrier and the UAV in the last kilometer, so that the UAV can be prepared for the landing or net-catching.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the definition of coordinate systems, path planning and control strategy framework is presented. Section 3 introduces control strategy and then the guidance algorithms is proposed to generate the command for the actuator of UAV. Numerical simulation, experimental results are performed to verify the performances of the proposed methodology in Section 4. Finally, conclusion and future studies are provided in Section 5.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE CARRIER-BASED UAV SYSTEM

A. Configuration of UAV and Coordinate Definition
To explain the landing approach strategy in this paper clearly, the frames used in this paper are defined as follows.
As is shown in Fig.1 , the local geographical coordinate frame is called navigation frame (N-frame), the X -axis is defined according to the right-hand rule. UFrame is the frame in which the landing window position is estimated, the three axes of U-Frame are aligned with those of C-Frame, but the origin is taken as the position of the UAV.
B. Path Description
When the UAV has finished the missions, it is expected to return to the carrier safely and quickly, here are several requirements for this stage of flight. 1) Considering the limited energy-carrying capacity of a UAV, the path should ensure the UAV return with the least energy and time consumption. 2) To get into the landing window precisely, the lateral deviation between the UAV and the carrier should be in an acceptable range so that it can further adjust to prepare for the landing. 3) When the UAV gets into the landing window, the velocity of the UAV should be in the same direction with c Y -axis, which is also the direction of carrier velocity. To meet the requirements above, we propose a path planning method illustrated in the Fig.3 As is shown in the Fig.3 , the landing window is always 1 kilometer behind the carrier, and the UAV gets into the landing window along a circular trajectory, whose radius is selected according to the safe flight attitude of a UAV. Before the UAV start circling, it will approach the landing window in the direction of the circle's tangent. This path is able to guide the UAV to fly with small heading angle increment in each control circle. Consequently, the path can avoid large-maneuver for the UAV, which would also contribute to the energy saving as well as flight security. 
C. Path Description
The flowchart of the proposed framework is shown in Fig.4 . The system architecture can be described in brief as landing window estimation, path planning and guidance towards landing window, further lateral errors elimination after getting into the landing window in preparation for landing approach.
FIGURE IV. FLOWCHART OF THE CONTROL STRATEGY
Process of the UAV landing approach is divided into three steps: 1) According to the current velocity and position of UAV and carrier, the landing window, which is the destination of the
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UA V, i s est im at ed. W he n the veloci ty of UA V or c arr i e r changes, the estimated landing window will be updated. 2) After the landing window being estimated, the commands of the UAV are generated based on it, and the UAV is guided to fly along the path which is planned to ensure the UAV get in to the landing window smoothly and with the least energy consumption. And this stage ended with the UAV getting in to the landing window with acceptable deviation and its velocity reaching the same direction as the velocity of carrier. 3) When the UAV gets into the landing window, the lateral errors should be further eliminated by fuzzy controller to prepare for the next landing or net-catching task.
III. CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
A. Landing Window Estimation
Landing window estimation is conducted according to the current velocity and position of both the UAV and the carrier which are provided by their respective GPS and IMU, as is shown in the However, if the velocity of either UAV or carrier changes, the landing window position will be estimated again to ensure the UAV to fly towards the right destination and through the shortest path. The geometry constraints are conveyed by the following equations: 0 t xx (1) 0 ty y y vt (2) In the equation 3-1 and 3-2, 00 (,) xyis the current position of the landing window which is provided by the GPS&IMU of the carrier together with the velocity y v , (,) tt xy is the estimated landing window position where the UAV will meet the landing window if the velocity of both the UAV and the carrier do not change. is the duration that is need for the UAV and the landing window to get to the estimated position Oc.
Equations above illustrate the geometrical relations should be fitted. In these equations, t is the only unknown, and can be solved by simultaneous equation. After solving t , the estimated position of the landing window can be easily calculated.
B. Guidance and Control Law
In this section, the guiding method for UAV is described. Method in this paper is aimed at fixed-wing aircraft, and the three attitude channels of the UAV are decoupled and could be 
FIGURE VII. THREE STAGES IN THE PROCESS OF APPROACH
To complete the trajectory tracking and eliminate the lateral error at the last stage, the control law is designed as follows: To avoid unnecessary climb and keep the stability of the UAV, the altitude and pitch angle are expected to keep invariable. Here, a PID controller is used to control the elevator of the UAV with deviations of pitch angle and altitude as inputs and the deflection angle of the elevator as the output. Fig.8 To keep the UAV with a fixed and stable pitch angle, the speed should also be invariable. Another PID controller is designed to realize it, as is shown in the Fig.9 . The velocity command is computed according to the trim for lift and gravity. In the first stage, the UAV approach the estimated landing window before it starts circling, as is shown in the Fig.7 . The heading command, which is pointing to the tangent of the circle in stage3, can be calculated by the following method, as is shown in the Fig.10 . 
When the UAV is flying along a curve trajectory, the roll angle, which can provide the UAV with centripetal force, should response to the turning. The relationship of the roll angel and the curvature is shown in the Fig.11 . In the Fig.11 , mg is the gravity, c is the roll angle, c R is the turning radius, and L is the aerodynamic lift which will balance the gravity as well as provide the centripetal for the UAV's turning motion. The command of roll angle can be calculated by the following formula:
Advances in
In this formula, c V is the horizontal velocity which can be obtained by the airborne INS, however, the turn radius, R, is difficult to calculate in real-time. To calculate the command of roll angle, the formula can be transformed to be as follow:
t a n ()
In this formula, is the yaw angle velocity which can also be obtained by the airborne INS. But considering the possible wobble of , which would also cause the wobble of the roll angle and lead to the attitude instability, is expressed as:
Roll command can be calculated by:
() t a n)
Here, dt is the control circle of the system, In the second stage, the UAV starts circling and at the end of this stage, it will get into the landing window with acceptable lateral deviation and the velocity of the UAV is essentially in the same direction with that of the carrier.
To ensure the UAV circle in the pre-selected orbit, the process of the second stage are divided into three cases according to the radius of actual circle radius R. Fig.15. illustrates the three cases of this stage, in which 1 ,2 ,3 RRR is the radius of the actual route in three cases respectively, c R is the radius of planned route.
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In the case1, distance between the UAV and the center is further than c R , which means that the UAV flies out of the planned circular route. In the circumstances, the control approach is the same as that of the first stage, in which the UAV fly in tangent direction of the planned circular trajectory.
2)Case2: cc R RRR
In the case2, distance between the UAV and the center is shorter than c R , but the error is small and acceptable. In the circumstances, the UAV is expected to circle at a fixed angle velocity, therefore the roll angle is also fixed. The heading angle command can be calculated by following formula: In case3, the roll angle is controlled following the flowchart above. In this case, the UAV flies too close to the center. To get the UAV back to the planned trajectory, the roll angle decreases so that the centripetal force will also decrease which will cause the increase of the radius of circle motion and the flight situation will get back to the case1 or case2.
C. Further Elimination of the Lateral Error
After getting into the landing window, the UAV starts preparing for its final approach which will complete with the assistance of Radar vectoring, Photoelectric guidance, etc. Before the final approach, the lateral errors should be eliminated as much as possible. Considering the nonlinear relationship between the control mechanism and the lateral error, here we use a fuzzy controller to improve the lateral accuracy. The flowchart is shown as follow: IV. SIMULATION RESULT In three stages of the guidance, the pitch angle and the velocity are controlled in the same way, which can be seen in the Fig.8. and Fig.9 . In simulation, the parameters of the PID controllers are designed as follows: 
UAV
Fuzzy controller
Rudder loop
A. Parameters of the Controllers for the First Stage
In the first stage, two PID controllers are designed respectively for roll channel and heading channel to ensure the UAV to approach the carrier smoothly. The roll angle command and the heading angle command are calculated by the method above. And the parameters of the controllers are set as follows: 
B. Parameters of the Controllers for the Second Stage
In the second stage, there are three cases using different control strategies which can keep the UAV fly along the circular trajectory. The three cases can be seen in the Fig.15 .
Controllers for case1
Case1: 
C. Parameters of the Fuzzy Controller for the Third Stage
In the third stage, the UAV gets into the landing window and starts preparing for the landing approach, which means the lateral error should be further eliminated. Here, a fuzzy controller is designed and the parameters of fuzzy controllers are set based on experience. The following figures shows the Membership functions of the fuzzy controller. The lateral error, differential and integral quantity of the lateral error are three inputs of the fuzzy controller, and the deflection of the ailerons is the output. Table 11 and Table 12 shows the rules and other parameters of the fuzzy logic control of Fuzzy controller. 
D. Simulation Results
The simulation results show that the method proposed can guide the UAV to approach the carrier with energy-saving and smooth path, and at the final stage, the lateral error is small enough to prepare for the landing approach. 
FIGURE XXII. EFFECTS OF THE FUZZY CONTROLLER ON LATERAL ERROR ESTIMATION
The UAV gets into the landing window at 168s, and 12s after that, the lateral error converges to 0.5m which is enough for the preparation of the further landing approach. And 12s after the UAV getting into the landing window, the distance between the UAV is 450m and there are about 550m away f r o m t h e c a r r i e r , i n w h i c h s e c t i o n t h e U A V c a n s t a r t decelerating and preparing for the landing.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, an innovative path planning and control method which ensure UAV to approach the carrier and achieve accompanying flight before landing is proposed. Firstly, the landing window is estimated according to the position and velocity of them and updated if the velocity changes. Secondly, the UAV is guided to fly along the planned path towards the estimated landing window. Here we propose a path planning method which can ensure the UAV approach the carrier in an energy-saving and smooth way. To keep the UAV fly along the planned path, a control strategy is proposed based on three stages in the path, which are tangent flight, circular flight, and accompanying flight. To further eliminate the lateral error in the accompanying flight, a fuzzy controller is used to deal with the non-linearities in the UAV system.
The simulation results show that the path planning and control method proposed can guide the UAV to approach the carrier and achieve accompanying flight successfully and smoothly. In the final stage, after the UAV accompany the carrier for 12s, the lateral error can be reduced to 0.5m, which is small enough for the landing. And throughout the whole process of the flight, the attitude of the UAV is stable without large maneuver.
